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Abstract 

In recent years, distributed computing technology has been one of the cutting edge 

technologies for its low power and cost, which makes numerous IT organizations extend 

their hands in order to improve their financial ability. Because of these new features, 

grid computing, the original task scheduling mechanism, can’t work effectively in 

distributed computing environments, hence, we need a new task scheduling method to 

solve the problems. With considering the complex characters of the task in different 

distributed computing applications, firstly, we construct a more comprehensive task 

scheduling model, which has three sub objective functions. Secondly, we present an 

improved genetic algorithm to solve the multi-objective NP-hard problem. Finally, we 

implement some simulation experiments, and the evaluation results show us that the 

proposed model and improved GA are efficient and effective. The first part is the 

research status and related problems. The second part is the establishment of system 

architecture and task scheduling model. The last part is the experimental analysis and 

conclusion. 
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1. Introduction 

Distributed computing is a technology that numerous IT organizations extend their 

hands in order to improve their financial ability [1]. This is achieved by improving the 

various parameters such as performance, throughput, reliability, scalability, load 

balancing, persistence and so on [2-3]. The services such as disk storage, virtual servers, 

application design, development, testing environment are added advantages of the 

distributed computing technology. As an important part of distributed computing, task 

scheduling is a mapping mechanism from users’  tasks  to  the  appropriate  selection  of  

resources  and  its  execution.  Report to grid computing, distributed computing has many 

unique features including virtualization and flexibility. By using the technology of 

virtualization, all physical resources are virtualized and transparent for users. All users 

have their own virtual device, these resources do not interact with each other and they are 

created based on users’ requirements. In addition, one or more virtual machines can run 

on a single host computer so that the utilization rate of resources has been effectively 

improved [4]. The independence of users’ application ensures the system’s security of 

information and enhances the availability of service [5]. Supplying resources under the 

distributed computing environment is flexible, we increase or reduce the supplying of 

resources depends on users’ demand. Owing to these new features, grid computing, the 

original task scheduling mechanism, can’t work effectively in distributed computing 

environments [6]. Hence, we need a new task scheduling method to solve the problems. 
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In recent years, network, information, management, and other technologies and 

theories have been fast developed and widely applied. At the same time, the growth of 

competitive market globalization and customer demand diversification has led to the 

increasing demand of agility, networking, service, green, and socialization of computing. 

Lots of research works have been conducted on various aspects of distributed computing 

including protocol and architecture, network topology, routing and application prospects, 

power conservation, etc. [7, 8-10]. The operation of a distributed computing system can 

be divided into five stages: user request, resource exploration, task scheduling, service 

and process monitoring and returning feedback, in which the third one is the most 

important part because it directly influences the final quality of services and total cost 

during the process. Task scheduling supported in distributed computing environment is 

still remained as an open field of research from diverse perspectives. At present, there is 

no longer a unified standard and research framework, according to the different objective 

and context of task requirements. The literature presented a chief according to demand of 

task decomposition, and gave the task allocation and coordination technology for virtual 

task [11]; with the least total cost as the objective function, mm established a task 

allocation model on the processor  in a distributed computing system and designed the 

improved genetic algorithm [12]; Guo and Zhao considered that same tasks can be 

divided and other tasks cannot be divided, two kinds of multi-processor optimal task 

assignment problem was studied. Taking the maximum and minimum cost as the 

objective function, the author put forward the approximate solution [13]. Liu H, 

Abraham A established the multi objective decision model and algorithm for selecting 

partners of virtual task [14], The literature on research of solution has a certain reference 

value, but only considers a single target [15-16]; Dutta D. et al., proposed a market-based 

mechanism to allocate resources in a cloud computing environment, where the resources 

are virtualized and delivered to users as services [17]. For computing resource allocation, 

traditional researches mostly focus on the modeling and evaluation of computing 

resources based on homogeneous/heterogeneous cluster systems or distributed grid 

computing systems. User’s demand for resources, the cost and computation and 

communication capabilities of resources are the major considerations among these 

studies. In distributed cloud computing mode, virtualization is the main support of 

flexible resource sharing. In this context, Gorbenko et al. introduced the concept, 

classification of resource allocation in distributed cloud [18]. Zhao et al. investigated the 

management of cloud computing resources based on ontology and virtualization 

respectively [19]. Konugurthi P et al. proposed a method for the deployment of upper 

layer software computing services from virtual machines [20]. Zhong H et al., have 

studied the feedback-based optimization problem including the allocation of resources 

especially in private cloud [21]. Most of these studies concentrated on the expansion of 

characteristics of computing resources based on traditional models and the algorithm 

designing for task dispatch in distributed computing environment.  

In summary, current research of task scheduling distributed computing environments 

is in its infancy [22], there is considerable problem space to explore and solve. However, 

the mutual relations between computing services and the underlying computing resources 

and the influence of virtualization on quality of services, as two of the key factors in 

distributed computing system, have not been studied. Meanwhile, previous studies often 

consider only one objective function, disregarding the complexity and diversity of user’ 

computing task. Therefore, with considering the complex characters of task in different 

distributed computing applications, firstly, we construct collaborative computing system 

architecture, which includes task plan, global scheduling, collaboration allocation, 

virtualization and computing resource. Secondly, we propose a more comprehensive task 

scheduling model, establish a fuzzy analytical hierarchy model for the collaborative 

computing task assignment problem to satisfy different users’ request, and then the 

weights of each objective are obtained. Finally, we implement some simulation 
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experiments, and the evaluation results show us that the proposed model and improved 

GA are efficient and effective. 

 

2. Collaborative Computing Task Scheduling Model 

A In this paper, the distributed computing scheduling environment is deemed to be 

highly heterogeneous and with processors of uncertain load information. The scheduling 

objectives are multiple; specifically the focus is on two objectives: minimizing the 

makespan, cost and energy consumption. The task is to search the optimal set of this 

MOO problem under the considered environment. 

 

2.1. Problem Formulation 

Collaborative computing task allocation is determining how to distribute the 

processing tasks to appropriate members, who belong to diverse computing resource 

alliance [23]. With the help of the task planner, computing tasks will be reasonable 

decomposition. Then, we match and find suitable resources to optimal select a set of 

effective solution in many candidate providers. The resource scheduling center is 

considered to have two pieces of information: a collection of user requests and processor 

information. Each user request is represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which 

captures a number of task units involved, each unit’s own properties, and the 

relationships among task units. One essential property of each task unit that we must take 

into account for assignment is the task type. Figure 1 is a collaborative computing task 

allocation example, when the system platform receives task requests TR, the task planner 

decompose TR into n sub tasks. Each sub task can be finished by lots of candidate 

computing resources. In Figure 1, an example of DAGs, each circular node represents a 

task unit, which has its task type; each rectangular node represents a resource or service, 

each directed line between two nodes represents their dependency relationship, and we 

can add weight to the edges to depict the flow size. 

 1 1:iV V n  represents the decomposed task units of each user request, where n is 

the total number of task units.  1 1 1:T T n   denotes the task type of each unit in V , 

where  1 max1,2, ,T T  with 
maxT indicating the total number of task types.  E n n  

denotes dependencies between task units in V. Let 1ijE  , if data obtained from V  is used 

by 
jV . Otherwise, 0ijE  .  DIN n n  represents each task unit’s input data size. 

 DOUT n n  represents each task unit’s output data size.  1 1:iP P p   represents a 

collection of processors, where p is the total number of processors.  maxTP T p  denotes 

the computing power of the processor, where 
ikTP represents time cost for processor Pk to 

execute the task unit of type i . 
kTP  denotes the average power of processor k , whose 

value can be obtained by calculating the mean of elements in column k of 

matrix TP . S denotes the memory size of each processor.  maxEP T p denotes the 

computing energy consumption rate, where 
ikEP represents the energy consumed on 

processor 
kP  by executing task unit of type i  per unit time per unit data. DC denotes the 

bandwidth between processors, where klDC rep-resents the transferring rate of data from 

processor kP to processor lP . EC denotes the communication energy consumption rate, 

where klEC represents the energy consumed by transferring data from processor 
kP to 

processor 
lP per unit time per unit data. X denotes the mapping between task units and 

processors.  X i K means that task unit iV has been assigned to processor kP to be 

executed.  
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Figure 1. Collaboration Computing Task Scheduling Process 

2.2. Objective Functions and Optimization Model 

Collaborative computing task allocation has two principles: First, the optional task 

allocation plan must achieve the shortest time, the lowest cost and highest quality in 

many service suppliers; second, to solve the problems in the production process, we 

should make rapid redistribution when business process changes, and finish a project 

production on time. According to the two principles, this paper establishes a optimization 

model, taking T (project completion time), Q (quality of computing technology), C (total 

project cost) as objective function. 

(1)The shortest total time T 

                                          
1 1

min
imn

ij ij

i j

T x t
 

                                                              (1) 

In which  0 1ijx  ， , denotes that for sub task i , if we choose the j  node to complete, 

then =1ijx , otherwise =0ijx  .
ijt represents complete time to the j  node, n  is the number 

of  all sub tasks. 

(2)The lowest cost C 

                                             
1 1

min
imn

ij ij

i j

C x c
 

                                                          (2) 

In which ijc represents complete cost for the j  node to finish the task. 

(3)The highest quality Q 

                                                 
1 1

maxQ
imn

ij ij

i j

x q
 

                                                      (3) 
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In which 
ijq represents complete quality for the j  node to finish the task. 

  In the multi-objective optimization process, because each target has different 

dimension, we need unify objective function index, and transfer multi-objective problem 

into a single objective by weighted algorithm. In order to make a unified objective 

function, using the following normalization method: 

                                       max max minij ijb r r r r                                                         (4) 

                                     min max minij ijb r r r r                                                     (5) 

Finally, the whole objective function is as following: 

 

                                 minf t c qx wT w C w Q                                                          (6)   

In which tw , cw , qw  is respectively weight of three targets, and + + =1t c qw w w . 

 

3. Improved Genetic Algorithm 

T Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an important branch of evolutionary algorithm 

commonly used to solve complex computational problems [24]. Its basic idea is to 

simulate the process of natural evolution: chromosome encoding, genetic manipulation 

and evolution with by selection, crossover and mutation, a new generation of individuals 

is generated and evaluated. The fitness values of all individuals can be used to evaluate 

the rank of each individual and the crowding distance. Then through the trimming 

operation, the population size maintains stable throughout the evolution process [25]. 

Considering the complex characters of task in different distributed computing 

applications, we propose a more comprehensive task scheduling model, collaborative 

computing task assignment problem is a typical NP-hard problem, and we implement 

improved GA which is more efficient and effective. 

 

3.1. To Determine the Encoding Method 

Floating point encoding method has lots of advantages, such as larger range of 

representation, high precision, large search space, and is easy to mix with other methods. 

Due to computational precision, efficiency and convenience, we build our model using 

floating point decoding method, which resolves our problem of encoding selection. 

 

3.2. The Population Initialization 

In the premise of guaranteeing the neural network sensitivity, the net input of each 

node is near to zero. In order to create more feasible solutions when we optimize FONN 

weight values using GA, we set the range of the initial population weights [2, -2]. 

 

3.3. Fitness Calculation and set other Parameters of GA  

GA fitness is very good characterization of individual chromosomes, the larger the 

fitness is, the better the performance of chromosomes. We apply f(E) =1 / (1+10× E) as 

fitness function in the model, after FONN training 25times and the output error is E 

which is the average relative error between the actual output and the expert scoring. 

Setting population size at 35, terminating conditions are
1E  or to obtain the maximum 

number of iterations as 15. We employ selection operation by the roulette wheel method 
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and crossover operation in uniform arithmetic crossover. The crossover probability is 0.6, 

and the mutation probability is 0.05. 

 

3.4. The process of Evaluation Model 

In this paper, we apply the Delphi program to realize the evaluation process, the 

concrete steps as showed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The Process of WSNs Performance Evaluation Model 

(1)Firstly, determine the encoding method, terminating conditions, fitness function, other 

parameters of GA, initialization population size; (2)Decoding to the solution space, after 

training 25 times, the output error is E, then we calculate the individual chromosome 

fitness f(E) =1 / (1+10× E);(3)Judge whether to meet the termination conditions of 

genetic algorithm (
1E  or to obtain the maximum number of iterations as 15), if to 

meet, then turn into (5), otherwise we continue step by step; (4) Genetic operation such 

as selection operation, crossover operation and mutation operation, generate new 

population and turn to(2); (5) We make slight adjustment of the approximate optimal 

solutions which is obtained by GA search, improve the accuracy of solutions until it 

reaches termination conditions, and then output results. 
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4. A Numerical Example Analysis 

In order to test our approach and compare it with other methods, we have built a 

simulation environment using the C Programming Language. The simulation runs in a 

step wise manner. In each of iteration, the conditions in the data center evolve with the 

changing resource requirements of the hosted AEs. The simulator is designed in this way 

to allow us to compare different methods at identical points in time with the same 

conditions. The simulation is performed in the laboratory including common software 

and hardware environment, namely CPU Intel core 4.0GHz, and memory for the 

DDRII4G, operating system is Windows7.0 professional edition. 

In the experiments, the classical roulette wheel selection operator, multiple-point 

crossover operator and single-point mutation operator are adopted in GA. And the 

crossover and mutation probabilities are set to be the typical values, i.e. 0.85 and 0.15, 

respectively. In chaos strategy of IGA and CO, the length of chaotic sequences is set as a 

constant 10. Due to the randomness of intelligent algorithms, a total of 100 runs of each 

experiment are conducted and the average fitness value of the best solutions throughout 

the run is recorded. 

 

4.1. Sample Data 

In order to better explain the actual situation, we assume that the distributed 

computing system gets a computing service request, which contains 7 sub tasks, there are 

7 candidate resources to meet each task, and there exists dependent relationship between 

each task and resource.  The complete time, cost, quality of each computing resources 

can be randomly generated by using simulation platform, then we can collect related 

available data in Table 1. 

Table 1. Statistical Data of Computing Resources 

Task 

number 
Resource name Time Cost Quality 

1 

R11 50 30 9 

R12 45 25 8 

… … … … 

R17 36 75 7 

2 

R21 55 26 4 

R22 33 54 6 

… … … … 

R27 56 42 6 

3 

R31 33 74 8 

R32 51 42 6 

… … … … 

R37 76 21 5 

… … … … … 

7 

R71 45 32 7 

R72 62 24 7 

… 28 62 6 

R77 44 33 7 

 

4.2. Comprehensive Evaluation and Analysis of the Results 

In Figure 3, we can see clearly that the run time of the three algorithms all are 

increasing with service nodes. However, the time of other two algorithms grows 
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exponentially; meanwhile our algorithm is stable, and the run time grows smooth and has 

smaller fluctuations, which certify our model and algorithm is better and efficient. 
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Figure 3. Time Crve with Increase of Service Nodes 

As shown in Figure 4, our algorithm tends to be stable after 120 iterations; however, 

genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm are iterated 160 times and 200 times. In 

addition, the average time to search the global optimal solution by the genetic algorithm 

is 2.4563s, the probability of optimal solution is 0.38; the average time to search the 

global optimal solution by the ant colony algorithm is 1.8568s, the probability of optimal 

solution is 0.45. However, the average time to search the global optimal solution by our 

algorithm is1.2455s, the probability of optimal solution is 0.67. This method is better 

than the other two algorithms, and we get the best task allocation plan is (R12, R23, R37, 

R45, R53, R66, R71). 

 

 

Figure 4. Algorithm Performance Curve 

5. Conclusion 

In recently years, distributed computing technology has been one of the cutting edge 

technologies, which has a very vast application prospect and potential utility value. Large 

scale distributed computing infrastructure are unified computing platform which tries to 

connect and share all resources in the Internet, including computation resource, storage 
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resource, information resource, knowledge resource and equipment for scientific 

research, and then solves the problems of large-scale engineering computing and 

commercial computing as well. Current research of task scheduling distributed 

computing environments is in its infancy, there is considerable problem space to explore 

and solve. However, the mutual relations between computing services and the underlying 

computing resources and the influence of virtualization on quality of services, as two of 

the key factors in distributed computing system, have not been studied. Meanwhile, 

previous studies often consider only one objective function, ignoring the complexity and 

diversity of user’ computing task. Therefore, with considering the complex characters of 

task in different distributed computing applications, we construct a more comprehensive 

task scheduling model, which has three sub objective functions. And we present an 

improved genetic algorithm to solve the multi-objective NP-hard problem. 
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